Town Hall: an ARC-mazing year
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It was a Global Town Hall - 8am in Brisbane, 11am in North Carolina and 4pm in London on
Tuesday, June 25th when Jayson opened the meeting, looking back and recapping
Aimmune's accomplishments in the last year, as well as reflecting on his first year as CEO,
which began in June 2018. He was assisted by reports from Andrew Oxtoby, Eric Bjerkholt,
Dan Adelman, Louise Peacock (from London), Richard Smith, Doug Sheehy, and Fabiana
Lacerca-Allen. There was, in fact, so much news to report that the newest featured
presentation, on the AR101 Commercial Strategy, which was to be presented by Gina
Squara, Sr. Director of Consumer Marketing, had to be tabled for another time – to be
announced.
Jayson checked off fourteen significant accomplishments, both for the US and Europe - that
have moved Aimmune forward in the last year: from the completion of Project Momentum
and the introduction of Aimmune Way to the publishing of PALISADE data in the prestigious
New England Journal of Medicine, the completion of RAMSES and ARTEMIS Phase 3 data,
the BLA filing and acceptance, the AdComm date set for September, new corporate team
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hires, filing the IND for AR201 (Egg), three very successful medical conferences,
participation in the ICER public meeting, the completion of financing to take us through
launch of AR101, new and remodeled offices in London and North Carolina, and only as of
last Thursday, June 27th the filing of the MAA in Europe.
In his earlier segment, Dan Adelman thanked all the teams for their spirited dedication to
completing the Phase 3 studies of PALISADE (ARC003), RAMSES (ARC007) and ARTEMIS
(ARC010). He then announced the distribution of athletic shirts to the entire company
(London and North Carolina had received theirs ahead of Brisbane), commemorating
another great milestone: the sum of the parts of the three phase 3 studies, which equals - an
ARC-mazing set of data to propel Aimmune forward to FDA and MAA approval.

Thanks to Yasmin Rivera-Aroche (left)
and Griselda Jacques (right) from Clinical
Operations for organizing the
distribution of our shirts to everyone.
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